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ABSTRACT 

 
Fall incidents remain a major issue for workers in the construction and industrial sites. From 

biomechanical perspectives the majority of falls occurredwhen the body’scenter of mass (CoM) leaves the 

base of support (BoS). Several measuresquantify stability based on the trajectories of the CoM, such as 

excursion, sway length, and mean displacement velocity. Nonetheless, none of these measures evaluate 

stability based on the optimal location of stability, which is the center of base of support (CBoS). 

Therefore, the main goal of this paper is to introduce new measures that evaluate stability by determining 

the deviation of the CoM from the CBoSin the Anterior-Posterior and Medio-Lateral directions. A lifting 

experiment was conducted to comparethe new measures with the existing stability measures. Participants 

lifted a box with different weights and placed it on a shelf with different heights. The trajectories of the 

CoM were captured through motion capturing system. The statistical analysis showed that the weight, 

height, and the interaction had statically significant effect on body stability. While comparing the intraclass 

correlation (ICC) values for each stability measure, (i.e. a measure of reliability), the proposed measures 

proved to be more reliable (i.e. highest ICC) than the existing stabilitymeasures.The high ICC values of the 

proposed stability measures, as compared to the existing stability measures, are a clear indication of their 

superior reliability. Moreover, the data indicated that increasing the load and the height resulted in an 

increaseofinstability.  
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1.INTRODUCTION  
 
Falls in the workplace are major causes of fatalities and injuries incidents. Falls from elevation 

were reported to be the second leading cause of death in industrial and construction sites, second 

only to transportation [1]. In 2013, it took the lives of 699 workers while they were doing their 

normal job [1]. Moreover, 44% of the total fatal falls occurred in the construction sites, where the 

workers were performing their normal job activities, such as handling materials or equipment, 

and walking from a working area to another [1]. It has been suggested that loss of balance is the 

main reason of occupational falls. Therefore, the causes of loss of balance in the working places 

should be inspected in order to minimize the number of fatalities and injuries.   
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Three factors affect the control of postural stability. Namely, environmental, task-related, and 

personal factors [2]. Environmental factors involve the information available from visual 

interaction, such as moving visual scenes, depth perception, and physical interactions, such as 

restricted area, and material properties of support surfaces. Task-related factors include load 

handling, physical exertion, fatigue, and complexity of tasks. Personal factors include individual 

differences, work experience, and interaction with personal protective equipment. 

 

One of several issues that affects postural stability is manual material handling tasks. Therefore, 

investigating and studying the ergonomics and biomechanics aspects of these tasks are important 

in orderto minimize injuries and fatalities that are caused by loss of balance. In the construction 

and industrial fields there are different tasks that require frequent lifting, holding and carrying 

loads with different body postures. Loads lifting changes the configuration masses, requires 

muscles activity and thus directly affect balance. In addition ,holding a heavy load results in 

increased sway magnitude. The additional task of controlling an external load appears to make 

stability recovery more difficult [3]. Schiffman [4]investigated the effects of load carried by 

soldiers upon postural sway, and found that increasing load weight increased postural sway and 

required the load carriers to exert control of the load in order to maintain balance. Based on 

theoretical considerations, Davis [5]found that loads decrease postural stability when held at or 

above the waist level. Therefore, the Heavier the load, the more effect will be on body stability. 

According to Holbein [6] who investigated the effect of carrying a load with one hand and two 

hands, asymmetric carrying was found to be more unstable than symmetric carrying.  

 

The risk parameters of falls may include worker’s task and posture, such as bending or squatting, 

and availability of personal protective equipment and barriers [7]. According to Parsons [8], falls 

occurred while workers were walking forwards or backwards 36%, standing 18%, kneeling 21%, 

climbing 7% and handling materials 14%. Standing after maintaining working postures may 

result in instability and could cause a fall. Therefore, DiDomenico [9] assessed the magnitude of 

this imbalance, and concluded that bending over at waist caused the smallest changes in stability 

measures, whereas the reclined kneeling posture resulted in the largest. Additionally, 

DiDomenico [10]surveyed construction workers to find which postures resulted in less stability. 

The most common non-erect postures, such as bent at waist, squatting, and kneeling were 

reported to produce threat to stability.  

 

The maintenance of stability is the responsibility of the postural control system, which consists of 

sensory, nervous, and motor systems [11]. Sensory system delivers information regarding the 

position of body segments in relation to other segments and to the environment. Central nervous 

system receives the information delivered by the sensory system, and then sends nervous 

impulses to the muscles (i.e. motor system) to assure that the vertical projection of the body’s 

center of mass (CoM) remains within the base of support (BoS) [11]. External forces, such as 

gravitational force, and internal forces, such as heartbeat and breathing, are acting continuously 

on the human body even when the body is in static condition. All these forces affect the CoM 

continuously. Therefore, the human body is never in a condition of perfect equilibrium (i.e. the 

body is continuously swaying). 

 

The classical definition of the postural stability is based upon the global CoM position and its 

displacement within the base of support [12]. Therefore, the movement of the CoM is the variable 

that actually causes the sway of the whole body. The components in the Anterior-Posterior (A/P) 

and Medio-Lateral (M/L) directions are the components of interest in studying postural stability. 

Several measures are used to measure body sway from of the CoMtrajectories. Some of the 
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measures are computed separately for each direction (i.e. the A/P or M/L), such as the excursion 

of the CoM, and sway velocity. Moreover, other measures are computed in both directions 

simultaneously, such as the average sway length, and mean displacement velocity. These 

measures have been widely used in occupational safety research [13, 14, 15, 16, and 17]. The 

major drawback of postural stability measures is lack of reliable and sensitive sway measures that 

could be used for the evaluation of postural stability [18]. 

 

None of the existingmeasures are computed based on a reference point where the optimal 

stability concentrates. Therefore, this study aims to introduce new measures that measure 

stability based on the deviation of CoM from a reference point. The reference point, which has 

the best stability, will be the center of the subject’s base of support (CBoS).  Moreover, the new 

measures will be compared with the other stability measures in order to check its reliability by 

conducting an experiment and observe its intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values, which 

is a measure of reliability. Each subject were asked to lift a box with three different weights, and 

place it on a shelf with two different heights. This experiment was selected, because there has 

been less focus on the task-related factors (i.e. manual material handling) that affect body 

stability. It was expected that the proposed measureswillmeasurestability more precisely than the 

existing stability measures. Moreover, it was expected that heavier load will decrease stability, 

and lowering the working surface that force the subject to change his/ her normal posture will 

increase sway.  

 

2.STABILITY MEASURES 

 
2.1. EXISTING MEASURES 

 

There are several measures that are commonly used in stability studies. Namely, 

excursion of CoM, which is the distance between the maximum and minimum CoM 

displacement in the A/P (eq. 1), and M/L directions (eq. 2). Moreover, CoM velocity, 

which determines how fast the CoM is moving in the A/P (eq. 3), and M/L directions 

(eq. 4). Additionally, average sway length, which is the average distance traveled by 

the CoM in both directions (eq. 5). In addition, mean displacement velocity, which is 

the displacement of the CoM in both direction per unit time (eq. 6). These measures 

have been widely used in occupational safety research [13, 14, 15, 16, and 17]. 

 

The equations are as follow. 

 

A/P Excursion (mm) = |���� − ����| … 
�. 1 

M/L Excursion (mm) = |���� − ����| … 
�. 2 

A/P Velocity (mm/sec) = 
�
�∑ |�� − ����|���� …
�. 3 

M/L Velocity (mm/sec) = 
�
�∑ |�� − ����|���� …
�. 4 

Average Sway Length (mm) = 
∑ ������������� �� �����!�"�

� …
�. 5 

Mean Displacement Velocity (mm/sec) = 
∑ $%&��&���'�(%)��)���'�

*��*���
!�"�

� …
�. 6 
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Where, 

 

����: Maximum position of CoM in the y-axis 

����: Minimum position of CoM in the y-axis 

����: Maximum position of CoM in the x-axis 

��: Location of CoM in the y-axis at frame , 
��: Location of CoM in the x-axis at frame , 
-: Total time of the trial 

.�: Time at frame , 
/: Number of frames 

 

2.2. PROPOSED MEASURES: DEVIATION OF COM FROM CBOS 

 
Based on our knowledge, none of the existingstability measures that are commonly used in 

stability research evaluate stability based on a point in the BoS that has the least sway. Therefore, 

the main goal of this paper is to introduce new stability measures that measure stability based on 

a point where the optimal stability locates. When the CoM of a human body lies at or near the 

CBoS, it is more stable than when it lies far from it or near the edge of the BoS[19]. Therefore, 

the CBoS is considered the reference point where the optimal stability is. Three new measures 

calculate stability by measuring the deviation or the distance from the CoM to the CBoS, as 

shown below. Equation 7 measures stability by finding the absolute value of the difference 

between the location of the CoM to the CBoS in the A/P (or fore-aft) direction. Equation 8 does 

the same but in the M/L (or sideways) direction. Equation 9 measures the actual distance between 

the CoM and the CBoS by calculating the square root of the summation of the deviation in each 

directions squared. The equations are as follow. 

 

0 1⁄ 3
4��55� = 	 89:;<=>� − 9;?=>�8 … 
�. 7 

? A⁄ 3
4��55� = 	 89:;<BC� − 9;?BC�8… 
�. 8 

E
FGH.IJ.3
4��55� = 	$0 1⁄ 3
4�K +?/A3
4�K…
�. 9 

 

Where, 

 

0 1⁄ 3
4�: The deviation of the CoM from CBoS in the fore-aft direction at frame , 
9:;<=>�: The component of the CBoS in the fore-aft direction at frame , 
9;?=>�: The component of the CoM in the fore-aft direction at frame , 
?/A3
4�: The deviation of the CoM from CBoS in the sideways direction at frame , 
9:;<BC�: The component of the CBoS in the sideways direction at frame , 
9;?BC�: The component of the CoM in the sideways direction at frame , 
E
FGH.IJ.3
4�: The resultant deviation of the CoM from the CBoS at frame , 
 

The previous formulas measure stability at each frame. Therefore, at the end of a trial of an 

experiment, these values should be averaged by dividing it by the number of frames in order to 

get a value that represents the stability for that trial. The graphical illustration of the proposed 

equation is shown in Figure 1. The most important part in the previous equations is to find the 

location of the CBoS accurately. A brief explanation about finding the location of the CBoS will 

be found in the appendix. 
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Figure1. Proposed stability measures. 
 

3.METHODOLOGY 

 
3.1.PARTICIPANTS 

 
Eight male participants were recruited from University of Miami. They were well educated and 

informed about the purpose of the study and the activity they would perform during the 

experiment. All participants were male subjects, since most of the workers in the industrial and 

construction sites who perform lifting tasks are males. All participants were in good health 

conditions, and they neither had self-reported injuries, nor musculoskeletal disorders within the 

previous 12 months. The experiment was approved by the University of Miami’s Institutional 

Review Board (IRB), and each participant completed an informed consent before conducting the 

experiments. Table 1 shows the demographics information. 

 
Table 1. Demographics Information. 

 

Sample Size Age (year) Height (cm) Body Mass (kg) 

8 27.15 ± 3.98 172.92 ± 6.46 83.2 ± 8.78 

 

3.2.EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

 
The study used a full factorial design with two independent variables. Namely, shelf height, and 

load weight. The levels will be described in the independent variables section. The height of the 

shelf, and the weight of the load were selected based on a previous experiment that simulated 

precision placement of an avionics box on shelves [20]. Each participant received the same six 

weight/ height treatment conditions. 

 

3.3. EQUIPMENT AND TOOLS 

 
A plywood shelf was constructed with an adjustable height. The shelf height could be changed 

from30” to50”. Moreover, three different boxes were used each with different weights. Kinematic 

data were captured and recorded at the Biomechanics laboratory at the University of Miami with 

the Vicon Motion Capturing System (Oxford Metrics, United Kingdom) Nexus software 
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version1.6.1.57351 and 10 MX cameras with a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixel, and sampling rate 

120 Hz. Moreover, a special VBA code was written to calculate the proposed stability measures. 

The code calculates other stability measures, such as excursion of CoM in each direction, the 

displacement velocity in each direction, average sway length, and the mean displacement 

velocity. Furthermore, the code provides several charts that illustrate the deviation of CoM from 

the center of BoS. A brief explanation of the code will found in the appendix section. 

 

3.4. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

 
Two factors were selected as the independent variables in the study, and each one consisted of 

multiple levels. First, the height of the shelf, which had two levels 30” and 50”. The first level 

will show the effect of squatting while carrying load on stability measures. The subject was 

instructed not to stoop while placing the load, because squatting will provide more stability than 

stooping. The second level will show the effect of standing erectly while lifting a weight on 

stability measures. It was expected that squatting produce less stability than standing normally. 

The second factor was the mass of the load that would be carried and placed on the shelf. It had 

three levels 25lb., 35lb., and 45lb. These weights were selected based on an experiment that was 

conducted to study the muscle activity of accurate placing of avionics boxes [20]. It was expected 

that lifting heavy weight will generate more sway.  

 

3.5. DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

 
Vicon Nexus Motion Capturing System with its 10 cameras were used to find the trajectories of 

CoM.Ninestability measures were the dependent variables in this study. The first three measures 

were the proposed ones. Namely, the average deviation of CoM from the CBoS in the A/P, M/L 

separately, and the resultant deviation in both direction together. The other six measures were 

excursion of CoM, the displacement velocity in each direction, average sway length, and the 

mean displacement velocity. These measures were selected because they are the most common 

measures that are used in stability studies. These measures have been widely used in occupational 

safety research [13, 14, 15, 16, and 17]. Later on, the proposed measures will be compared with 

the existing measures to check its reliability. 

 

3.6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL 

 
In the beginning, each subject performed two practice lifts for training purpose. Then, 39 

reflective markers were attached to subject’s body in order to capture and record the data through 

the 10 cameras, as shown in Figure 2. Participants were randomly assigned to each condition of 

the experiment. For the 50” height, the subject carried the load and stood on front of the shelf, 

and the data collection started. For the 30” height, the subject carried the load and stood on front 

of the shelf and then he squatted. Thenthe data collection started. Later, the subject started to 

place the load on the shelf. After placing the box and before deforming the BoS, the data 

collection was stopped.Although Lafond [21] observed that two trials were enough to obtain 

reliable measures of postural stability, and at least two measurements are required to investigate 

its reliability [22], each subject performed three trials for each condition of the experiment, in 

order to increase the accuracy in the reliability calculation. 
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Figure 2.The 39 reflective markers that were attached to each subject.The markers were captured and 

recorded through motion capturing system to generate the stick figure. (A) Shows the trial of placing the 

box on 50” shelf height. (B) Shows the trial of placing the box on 30” shelf height. 
 

4. RESULTS 

 
Each stability measure was calculated for each of the six weight/ height treatment conditions. 

Mean and standard deviation values of each parameter are shown Table 2. The statistical 

significance of each parameter is shown in Table3. 

 
Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of each stability measure for different weight/ height treatment 

conditions. 
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4.1. HEIGHT  

 
From the two-way repeated measures ANOVA for each stability measure, it was obvious that the 

height factor had highly significant impact on all dependent variables (p < 0.01), as seen in Table 

3. Moreover, the shelf height of 30” produced less stability than the 50” height, because 

thesubject was squatting in the first condition, which produces more stress on muscles than the 

second condition [20]. Therefore, when the height of the working surface is lowered, body 

stability decreases, as shown in the Figure3. 

 

4.2. WEIGHT 

 
As shown in Table 3, the weight factor had a significant effect on all stability measures (p < 

0.0.05), except the A/P velocity. According to Bhattacharya [15], an effect on all or any stability 

measure implies an increase in postural sway or instability, because under ideal conditions of 

upright postural stability, a person would produce minimal sway, whereas poor postural stability 

would result in a significant increase of most sway measures, such as sway velocity, and CoM 

excursion [23, 24]. Therefore, the weight factor has a significant impact on body sway. Moreover, 

since there are three different levels in the weight variable (i.e. 25, 35, and 45 lb.), Tukey’s post-

hoc analysis was used to check the significant difference between the levels. The tests showed 

that there was a significant difference between 25 lb. and 45 lb. (p < 0.001). Nevertheless, there 

was no significant difference when the load was 35 lb. and the other weights. Therefore, when the 

lifted weight increases, body stability decreases, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

4.3. INTERACTION OF HEIGHT AND WEIGHT   
 

According to the repeated measures ANOVA, the interaction effect of height and weight factors 

was highly significant on all stability measures (p< 0.01) except the A/P velocity, as shown in 

Table 3. Therefore, increasing the load being carried with non-erect posture produces more 

instability. Based on our knowledge, none of the previous studies investigate the effect of task-

related factor (i.e. manual material handling) on postural stability.  
 

Table 3. Summary of statistical results (p-value) for the effect of load placing at different heights on several  

measures of stability. (-) p ≥ 0.05; (+) 0.05 > p ≥ 0.01; (++) 0.01 > p ≥ 0.001; (+++) p < 0.001. 

 

 

 

 
Stability Measure Weight (W) Height (H) W X A 

P
ro

p
o

se
d

 

M
ea

su
re

s Average  M/L Deviation ++ +++ +++ 

Average  A/P Deviation ++ +++ +++ 

Total  Deviation +++ +++ +++ 

E
x

is
ti

n
g
 M

ea
su

re
s 

M/L Excursion +++ +++ ++ 

A/P Excursion +++ +++ +++ 

M/L Velocity +++ ++ + 

A/P Velocity - +++ - 

Mean Displacement Velocity + ++ +++ 

Average Sway Length +++ +++ +++ 
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Figure 3.Means with 2 standard error range of the proposed measures: (A) Resultant deviation, (B) M/L 

deviation, (C) A/P deviation, and the existing measures (D) average sway length, (E) M/L excursion, (E) 

A/P excursion, (G) mean displacement velocity, (H) M/L velocity, (I) A/P velocity . Obviously, lowering 

the working surfaces, decreased body stability. Additionally, heavy loads increased instability. 
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4.4.RELIABILITY OF THE PROPOSED STABILITY MEASURES  
 

Measurements are almost always exposed to various types of errors, which cause the measured 

value to differ in each trial of an experiment. If reliability is high, measurement errors are small in 

comparison to the true differences between subjects. The parameter that is used to assess 

reliability is called intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). It takes the values between zero and 

one, with a value close to one corresponding to small amount of variability, and a value close to 

zero corresponding to large amount of variability due to error. According to Bartlett [25], in 

comparing between different measures, using the one with higher reliability (i.e. higher ICC) will 

give greater statistical power to find differences between groups. Reliability is a useful tool to 

compare different measurements methods. Reliability refers to the extent by which the 

measurement is inherently reproducible, or the degree to which the measurement influenced by 

measurement errors [26, 27]. An advantages of using reliability of measures is that it can be used 

to compare them even if they were given in different scales, as the ICC is dimensionless [25]. 

Therefore, the reliability of the proposed measures will be compared to other stability 

measurements in order to check its reliability and accuracy of capturing stability. 

 

In order to compare the reliability of each stability measure, ICC values were calculated between 

the three replications of each weight/ height treatment condition. As described earlier that the 

resultant deviation measures stability in both directions (i.e. A/P, and M/L) together, its ICC 

should be compared with the measures that evaluate stability in both directions, such as mean 

displacement velocity, and average sway length. Among all the three measures, the most reliable 

one was the resultant deviation which had the highest ICC, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 4 (a). 

Moreover, the average A/P deviation should be compared with the A/P excursion, and A/P 

velocity. Again the proposed measure showed more reliability than the other, as shown in Figure 

4 (b). Same conclusion was drawn with the average M/L deviation when it was compared with 

M/L excursion, and M/L velocity, as shown in Figure 4 (c). Another indication of reliability of the 

proposed measures can observed from the narrow 95% confidence interval of its ICC value, as 

shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4.Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values with its 95% CI for each stability measure. Where 

the lower bound of the CI was negative, it was truncated to 0, since ICC value can be from 0 to 1. 
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Figure 4. Comparison between stability measures in terms of ICC values. The proposed measures (blue 

bars) showed higher ICC values than the existing measures (orange and green bars). (A) Stability measures 

in both directions, (B) A/P stability measures, (C) M/L stability measures. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

 

The movement of the CoM is the variable that actually causes the sway of the whole body, and its 

components in each direction are the components of interest in studying stability. Several 

measures are commonly used in stability research, such as the excursion of CoM, the 

displacement velocity in each direction, average sway length, and the mean displacement 

velocity.  Nevertheless, to our knowledge none of these measuresevaluate stability in relation to a 

reference point where the optimal stability concentrates. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to 

define and introduce three new stability measures that evaluate sway based on the ideal spot of 

stability, which is the center of base of support (CBoS). Namely, deviation of CoM from CBoS in 

the A/P, M/L, and resultantdeviation of CoM from the CBoS in the A/P, and M/L together. 

Moreover, a lifting experiment was conducted in order to compare the new measures with other 

stability measures in terms of reliability. The experiment consisted of two factors each with 

multiple levels. The factors were the height of the shelf and the weight of the box that will be 

placed on the shelf. Each participant carried a box with different weights and place it on a shelf 

with different heights. During carrying and placing the load, stability was calculated.  To our 

knowledge, none of the previous researchhave studied the effect of task related factor on stability 

(i.e. measuring stability while the subject is standing and performing tasks such as lifting and 

placing a weight).  Several stability measures were studied in this paper, and a significant effect 

on one or any measure implies that the stability is affected [15]. The measures that were selected 

were commonly used in stability research. Moreover, it was expected that lifting a load will 

decrease stability, and working at a lower level that force the subject to change body posture will 

increase sway.  

 

The height of the working surface had significant effect on all stability measures that have been 

investigated. It is obvious from Figures 6 - 8, the lower the working surface, the more effect will 

be on body stability. This result was consistent with other studies, because when a person is 

squatting while carrying a load (i.e. placing a load on 30” shelf height) most of the leg muscles 

are under high stress [20].Moreover, DiDomenico [10] concluded that bent at waist, squatting, 

and kneeling were reported to produce threat to stability among construction workers. 

Additionally, Lin [28] studied the effects of lumbar extensor stress, and surface inclination on 

postural control during erect standing. The results showed that stress of lumbar extensor highly 

affected postural stability. 

 

Weight lifting affected most of the stability measures significantly. Although the A/P velocity 

measure was not affected. This insignificant was believed because the difference between the 

weights is not large (i.e. 10 lb.between each level). From the Tukey’s post-hoc analysis, there 

was a significant difference between the 25 lb. and 45 lb. weights. Clearly, the more the weight 

being lifted, the more effect will be on stability. These results were consistent with previous 

research. According to Rugelj [29] who studied the effect of increasing load on postural sway in 

two types of carrying: backpack and waist jacket. The conclusion was that the sway measures of 

the backpack group linearly increased with additional load. Moreover, Zultowski [30] studied the 

effect that load magnitude, and load location have on postural sway in standing while wearing a 

backpack, single strapped bag, briefcase, or purse. It was concluded that an increase in load 

magnitude produced an increase in postural sway. 
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Figure.5. Effect of carrying 25 lb. on the proposed measures. It is obvious that the lower the working 

surface, the lower the stability. 

 

 

Figure.6. Effect of carrying 35 lb. on the proposed measures. 

 

 

 

Figure.7. Effect of carrying 45 lb. on the proposed measures.It is obvious that the heavier loads have a 

significant effect on body stability. 
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The ICC values of the proposed measures are a clear indication of their superior reliability over 

the existing stability measures. The reliability of the other measures (i.e. ICC value) was similar 

to that reported in the literature. According to Raymakers [13] who compared several stability 

measures. Each subject stood on a firm or a foam surface with eyes opened or closed. They found 

that the mean displacement velocity produced the smallest reproducibility error, followed by M/L 

excursion, and followed by A/P direction which had the largest intra-individual standardized 

coefficient of variation. In addition, Nejc [31] studied the sensitivity of individual stability 

measure to different stance position which were used to investigate the effect of change the size 

and the shape of BoS, and found that A/P, and M/L excursion had the weakest ICC (i.e. least 

reliability), while sway length had the strongest ICC. Nonetheless, none of the velocity measures 

were included in his study. Likewise, Lofand [32] who studied the reliability of stability measures 

on elderly healthy people, found that the displacement velocity in each direction were more 

reliable than the excursions in each direction. Lin [33] examined the reliability of postural sway 

measures on age-related differences. They found that the resultant mean displacement velocity 

shows more reliability than the mean distance traveled. Swanenberg [34] found that the mean 

velocities in each direction showed more reliability than the excursions, when they measured 

postural balance under two conditions: standing quiet, and standing quiet and performing simple 

cognitive tasks (i.e. counting backwards). Moghadam [35] determined the reliability of stability 

measures while the subjects were performing single and dual-task conditions and different levels 

of postural difficulty (i.e. rigid surface-eyes open, rigid surface-eyes closed, foam surface-eyes 

open, foam surface-eyes closed). They found that the mean displacement velocity was the most 

reliable measure among the others. 

 

6.CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper new measures for evaluating stability were introduced. They measure stability by 

determining how much CoM deviates from CBoS. A lifting experiment was conducted, in order 

to test and compare the proposed with the existing stability measures. The high ICC values of the 

proposed stability measures, as compared to the existing stability measures, are a clear indication 

of their superior reliability. 

 

Theresults of this paper provided a valuable tool for different fields, such asbiomechanists who 

seek measuring stability more accurately in their research. In addition, the new measures will 

provide powerful tool for physicians in evaluating body stability for patients who suffer from 

static and dynamic stabilitydifficulties. Additionally, ergonomists have new tools in evaluating 

stability more precisely to design tools and task that provide maximum safety and comfort for the 

workers.   

 

Future research should investigate the effect of diseases that force the CoM to deviate from the 

optimal stability point, such as Hemiparesis, and leg length discrepancy. Hemiparesis is weakness 

of entire left or right side of the body. Stroke is the major cause of this disease, which defect the 

motor control that involve, impaired force regulation, muscle weakness, sensory deficits, and loss 

of range of motion [36]. Hemiparesis patients try to put more weight on the strongest side of their 

body, in order to maintain balance. Moreover, Future research should investigate measuring 

dynamic stability (i.e. while the subject is walking) instead of static stability, because most of the 

fall incidents occur while the person is walking. Furthermore, future research should evaluate 

stability while the subject is performing different tasks in different body postures, such as 

squatting, kneeling, and stooping. Additionally, body stability should be assessed while the 

workers are using different tools and equipment that they use in their job. 
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7. APPENDIX 
 

7.1. VBA STABILITY CODE 
 

A custom Visual Basic Application (VBA) code was developed in order to calculate the proposed 

measures.  First, the user will enter the coordinates of the BoS that were captured from the motion 

capturing system. Second, the user will input the height of the feet markers from the ground. This 

will assure that the code will eliminate any marker that leaves the ground, and deform the BoS. 

Then, the program will calculate the CBoS at each frame. Then, the user will enter the 

coordinates of the CoM that were recorded from the motion capturing system. After clicking 

“OK”, the code will calculate all the proposed measures. Moreover, a chart will be drawn that let 

the user observe how the CoM deviated from the CBoS instantaneously. The CoM deviation will 

be presented as video. Another chart will show how the measures were altered in a specific period 

of time, as shown below. The code is available upon request. 

 

 

 

Figure.8. The outputs of VBA stability code. 

 

7.2. CALCULATING CBOS 
 

The most important point in the developed code is to find the center of base of support (CBoS). 

The code is capable of calculating the CBoS at each frame. The reflective markers of the feet (or 

BoS) will create a convex polygon, which all its interior angles are less than 180°. The code will 

divide the n-sided polygon into a set of (n-2) triangles for which the area and centroid will be 

calculated. The area of each triangle will be calculated by Heron’s formula, as seen below 

 

0O
I = 	�<�< − I��< − P��< − Q� 
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Where, < = 	 ��R�SK  and  

a, b, and c are the triangles sides 

 

After calculating the area of each triangle, the code will find the center of each one by the 

following formulas. 

 

�ST� = �� + �K + �U
3  

�ST� = �� + �K + �U
3  

 

Where, V��, ��X, V�K, �KX, IJYV�U, �UXIO
I.O,IJH
Q;OJ
OF 

 

Then, in order to find the center of a polygon (which is a set of triangles) the code will use the 

following formulas  

� = 	∑ 	��ST�� ∗ 0O
I��∑0O
I�  

� = 	∑ 	��ST�� ∗ 0O
I��∑0O
I�  
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